
SNAP & Farmwall: Innovative,
responsive printing solutions

for an award-winning social
enterprise

What does growing your own food have to do with

printing? More than you might think. This Snap Print & Design client

success story shares the remarkable partnership between SNAP Preston and

Farmwall’s CEO, Founder and award-winning social ecopreneur, Geert Hendrix.

 

It was important to get our printing right because it’s

our connection with our customers and we value what our customers

think about our brand. – Geert Hendrix, Founder and CEO, Farmwall



HOW THE PANDEMIC HELPED
FARMWELL GET BACK TO
THEIR ROOTS

ECTIST ATUS, SUNT

FOOD ISN'T GROWN IN
SUPERMARKETS

“We had so many plans in the making,” says Geert, “and

they were wiped off. Then, suddenly, people realised that

supermarkets can run out of food!” This allowed his

business to solve the scalability challenge they had.

“When a crisis hits, people need a sense of security. One

way to provide that is knowing how to grow your own

food.”

Geert reveals several scary statistics about how

uninformed people are about food production. He says

that 83% of people are completely disconnected from

agriculture and are not quite sure where food comes

from. For example: one in four kids don’t know how

cheese is made - that it actually comes from a cow. One in

four kids are obese and 92% of kids don’t get the

required vegetable intake. In fact, 94% of adults don’t

even get their required vegetable intake. He wanted to fix

that.

Having won awards for the vertical, edible farms Farmwall

had set up in some of Melbourne’s most iconic cafes and

restaurants, they were unquestionably on a winning

streak. However, when lockdown hit, everything they

hadn’t tied down with a contract came to an end. “To lose

all your revenue in one hit and go into a position where

the whole country stops funding everything is not a

comfortable feeling!” says Geert, but it wasn’t long before

his entrepreneurial spirit put Farmwall back on its feet.
 

In fact, the new evolution allowed Farmwall to get back to

its true roots: helping them serve their mission to become

a global company and leader in education, teaching

people how to grow food in the city. 

Geert Hendrix isn’t just an urban farmer and innovator –

he’s a social ecopreneur with a mission to transform our

cities into food-producing ecosystems. However, when

the world shifted because of COVID-19, so did his

business. This is when SNAP became essential in helping

him create the right first impression with his customers as

part of a whole new, product-based approach: community

gardens on your desk.

INTRODUCTION

MELBOURNE LOCKDOWN: AN
OPPORTUNITY IN DISGUISE

“Looking back”, says Geert, “2020 was a most

challenging year. But I’m very grateful we had a year like

that”. He believes that their product evolution would

never have happened without the pandemic. So, when

Melbourne was in lockdown, Farmwall was able to create

a minimum viable product in three weeks by putting their

serious skills and their creative ones to work. Two weeks

later they had sold 93 kits (Geert was hoping to sell 20).

Then they had to ensure the product reached their

customers in a way that could help them become part of a

virtual community garden.



 

While SNAP Preston does provide a wide range of

services: from print and design to websites, email

marketing and all business stationery, Farmwall’s needs

were relatively straightforward.

“Our boxes are all brown – we use packaging as our

growing medium,” explains Geert, “then we include

postcards which have QR codes on everything. The QR

code directs people straight to our online platform and

into the right community garden group, almost like the

traffic lights. These are all printed sustainably at SNAP.”

Candi believes that they didn’t really have much input

with their branding but Geert says there was absolutely an

element of co-creation in this process. “They’re smart,

young entrepreneurs,” says Candi. “They have an in-

house designer. They’re pretty on the ball. They knew

their look.” But the straightforward advice she shared,

borne out of many years of experience, made a significant

difference to the output. Simple suggestions, like

reversing the label on the fish tank to go outside, so the

logo can be seen from the front, added tremendous

value. “It’s basic stuff as far as we’re concerned,” explains

Candi, “But it was stuff they hadn’t picked up on”. 

How do you get people engaged in a community garden

in lockdown? The answer, it turns out, lies in a

combination of technology and one of the oldest known

forms of mass communication: printing.

Candi Browne, from Snap Preston, is also a Director of the

Melbourne Innovation Centre which helped support

Farmwall in the early stages. Candi and Geert hadn’t met

until they both attended a breakfast event at which

Farmwall was given an award (one of many they now

have). Candi explained how she was following the

Farmwall studio and talked about SNAP.

When the time came for Farmwall to ship their product,

Geert knew it was important to get it right. “When things

get delivered, that’s where we make the first impression

and that’s really important,” says Geert. That’s when,

Candi explains, Geert rang SNAP “and asked us to help

with branding for his new urban farming programme. I

said, ‘Sure’ and that’s how the relationship started.” 

"If the printing is right then the message is right and our brand gets
perceived in the way we want it to." Geert Hendrix

Founder & CEO, Farmwall

FARMWELL & SNAP PRESTON

MEETING CLIENT'S NEEDS:
SIMPLY, FAST AND EFFECTIVELY



"They’re the best, very friendly, lovely people that
understand your needs and can deliver your projects
in a very professional and quick manner.

With SNAP we always feel like they have the job
under control and we’ll get what we asked for."
for."

Geert Hendrix

Founder & CEO, Farmwall

CONFIDENT SNAP CAN
AND WILL DELIVER

GOING BEYOND PRINTING: IT'S
ALL ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS

As Geert explains, when asked why he would recommend

SNAP, “They’re great people, they’re fast, they deliver a

great service and we love working with them because it’s

an absolute joy and brings peace of mind knowing that

the job is done well and the job is done on time”.

“Packaging-wise”, explains Geert, “when you’re going so

quickly we knew it was important to keep it simple. So we

kept it limited to certain stickers and labels. Because we

were growing so quickly, we needed things very last

minute, SNAP was very good for us. We could send Candi

a design the night before, and by midday we had the

prints ready to go”.

“As an agile team, especially a start-up” he explains,

“when you’re working with such a fast pace it’s a really

comfortable feeling knowing your suppliers can deliver

that work and complete your needs”.

That’s just one of the many endorsements that SNAP

receives on a regular basis because, at heart, it’s far more

than a printing business: it’s a people business. Sure,

people can order printed material online, “But if you really

want to have a discussion and find out a little bit more

about what you could do with your product, speaking to a

human, a SNAP human, is, for me, the way to go” says

Candi. “I think it’s actually more fun and you learn a lot

more”.

Contact your local SNAP Centre for more

information on how expert design and

print can help grow your business

The relationship between SNAP and Farmwall has

continued. In fact, Candi and her husband and SNAP

Preston owner, Michael, actually signed up for Farmwall’s

14-week course and are still growing their own food using

Farmwall’s principles. Farmwall is also looking to re-use

SNAP’s shredded paper as packaging material or for their

compost bins.

“It’s not always about print”, says Candi, “waste from

print can actually be a compensation. It’s all part of the

circular economy and being part of a community.”

Being part of SNAP means being part of a community of

people who are proud to deliver far more than just

printing. Candi believes that “it’s not anywhere near as

fulfilling for either party if we’re just providing a service”

and this shines through in their relationships with their

clients.


